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Book Descriptions:

Deh-P7950Ub Installation Manual

After you have finished reading the instructions, keep this man Use in other Wash hands Service
manuals usually include printed circuit boards, block diagrams, exploded views, assembly
instructions and parts catalog. Its invaluable source of information for everyone looking to repair
their unit. You should look for Owners Manual. After placing order well send You download
instructions on Your email address. Descriptions, Disassembly Some ICs such as MOS Please
exchange the power cord if necessary. Please be sure to follow this method especially if it is
specified in this manual. Service manuals usually include printed circuit boards, block diagrams,
exploded views, assembly instructions and parts catalog. All manuals on ManualsCat.com can be
viewed completely free of charge. By using the Select a language button, you can choose the
language of the manual you want to view. Please read through these operating instructions so you
will know how to operateBefore You Start. About this unit 5. Visit our website 6. Protecting your unit
from theft 6. Resetting the microprocessor 7. About the demo mode 7. Use and care of the remote
control 8. Operating this unit. What’s What 9. Basic Operations 10. Tuner 11Builtin CD Player
13USB memory 18Playing songs on iPod 21Audio Adjustments 24. Contents. EnInitial Settings
28Other Functions 32Available accessories. Playing songs on iPod 34Bluetooth Audio 36Bluetooth
Telephone 38En 3. English. ContentsMultiCD Player 47DVD Player 51TV tuner 53Additional
Information. Error messages 55. Handling guideline of discs and player 56. Dual Discs
56Compressed audio files on the disc 59. Specifications 61. EnAlso, this unit damage, smoke, and
overheatAbout WMAWMA is short for Windows Media Audio andWMA data can be encoded by using
Windows. Media Player version 7 or later. Windows Media and the Windows logo are traWMA files.
About MP3.http://www.ponikwa.pl/htdocs/userfiles/csi-board-game-manual.xml

deh-p7950ub service manual, pioneer deh-p7950ub installation manual, 1.0, deh-
p7950ub service manual, pioneer deh-p7950ub installation manual.

Supply of this product only conveys a licenseAn indepenAAC is short for Advanced Audio Coding
andSeveral applications can be used to encode. AAC files, but file formats and extensions difThis
unit plays back AAC files encoded byPortable audio player compatibility. This unit controls portable
audio player with. USB interface.USB Mass Storage Class compliant. For deThis unit can control and
listen to songs on anYou can connect and listen to songs on anBefore You Start. En 5.

http://www.ponikwa.pl/htdocs/userfiles/csi-board-game-manual.xml


SectionCDIB100N. In this case, most functionsFor details concerning operation with iPodInc.,
registered in the U.S. and other counVisit our website. Visit us at the following sitePioneer
Corporation on our website. Protecting your unit fromThe front panel can be detached to deter
theft.Switching the warning tone on page 29.Switching the face auto open on page 30.
ImportantRemoving the front panelTake care not to grip it too tightly or to dropBefore You Start.
EnResetting the microprocessor. The microprocessor must be reset under theRESET button. About
the demo mode. This unit features two demonstration modes. One is the reverse mode, the other is
the feaImportant. The red lead ACC of this unit should be conReverse mode. If you do not perform
an operation withinPress BAND again to start the reverse mode. Feature demo mode. The feature
demo automatically starts whenDISPLAY during feature demo operation canPress DISPLAYBefore
You Start. En 7. SectionInstalling the battery. Slide the tray out on the back of the remoteShould the
battery be swallowed, immediatelyUsing the remote control. Point the remote control in the
direction of theImportantBefore You Start. EnHead unitThis unit is turned on by selecting a source.
Press to cycle through all the availablePress to display the disc title list, track titleAlso used for
controlling functions. Turn to increase or decrease the volume.Press to reset the
microprocessor.http://www.quickvideo.nl/userfiles/csi-32-manual.xml

Press to eject a CD from your builtin CDPress and hold to open or close the frontPress to change to
the clock display.Press to select different displays.Press to select the subwoofer setting menu. Press
and hold to select the bass boost setPress to select various equalizer curves.Press to select among
three FM bands andRemote control. Operation is the same as when using the butPress to increase or
decrease the volume.Press to select functions.Move to perform manual seek tuning, fastAlso used for
controlling functions.En 9. SectionMULTICONTROL except for volume conPress to directly select
the desired track.Press to cancel the input number when 0 toPress to directly select the desired
track,Buttons 1 to 6 can opPress to operate the preprogrammed funcPGM button on page 33.Press
to quickly lower the volume level, byPress to change to the entertainment disPress to select various
sound quality conBasic Operations. Turning the unit onTurning the unit offSelecting a source. You
can select a source you want to listen to. To switch to the builtin CD player, load a discPress
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SOURCE repeatedly to switch betweenDVD player—Builtin CD player—Multi. CD
player—iPod—USB—External unit 1—. External unit 2—AUX1—AUX2—BT AudioNotesTurn off the
AUX1AUX input may generate noise. In this case,Operating this unit. EnTwo external unitsWhen two
exterTo retract theAdjusting the volumeTuner. Basic Operations. If you are using this unit in North,
Central or. South America, reset the AM tuning step see. Setting the AM tuning step on page
29.Shows when the selected frequency is beingShows when local seek tuning is on.Shows the radio
wave strength.Press BAND until the desired band FM1. FM2, FM3 for FM or AM is
displayed.MULTICONTROL left or right.MULTICONTROL left or right for about oneThe tuner will
scan the frequencies until aMULTICONTROL left or right.Seek tuning starts asOperating this unit.
En 11.

SectionYou can easily store up to six broadcast freTurn to change the preset number; press andThe
preset number you have selected willThe selected radioTurn to change the station; press to select.
MULTICONTROL up or down.Using the remote controlThe number you have pressed will flash in
theThe selected radio station frequency has beenThe next time you press the same preset
tunMULTICONTROL up or down during the freIntroduction of advancedFUNCTION, AUDIO and
ENTERTAINMENTThe function name appears on the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch
between theBSM best stations memory—Local localFUNCTION on the remote control.Storing the
strongest broadcastBSM best stations memory lets you automaSix strongest broadcast frequencies
will beOperating this unit. EnMULTICONTROL again.Turn to change the station; press to select.
MULTICONTROL up or down. Tuning in strong signals. Local seek tuning lets you tune in only
thoseMULTICONTROL again.There are four levels of sensitivity for FM andFM Level 1—Level
2—Level 3—Level 4. AM Level 1—Level 2. The Level 4 setting allows reception of onlyBuiltin CD
Player. The builtin CD player can play back audio CDRead the precautions with discs and player
onShows the folder number currently playingShows the bit rate or sampling frequency ofDisc
loading slot appears. En 13. SectionFront panel is closed automatically, and playSOURCE to select
the builtin CD player.BAND. However, if folder 01 ROOT contains noNotesWhen being read, Format
read is displayed.CDs, compressed audio and CDDA can beSwitching the Ever Scroll on page
31.Folders are skipped if they contain no files. IfSelecting a track directly. When using the remote
control, you can selectTrack number input display appears.The track of entered number will
play.Operating this unit. EnFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTThe function name appears
on the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch between thePlay mode repeat play—Random
modePause pause—Compression compressionFUNCTION on the remote control.

https://www.cocreationsmanager.com/blog/eemax-water-heater-manual

The disc title willSelecting a repeat play rangeAlso, the repeat range determines the range ofPlay
mode in the function menu.Track repeat track repeat changes the repeatPlaying tracks in random
order. Random play plays tracks in a random orderRefer to Selecting a repeat play range on
thisRandom mode in the function menu.Tracks will play in a random order. MULTICONTROL again.
Scanning folders and tracks. Scan play searches the song within the seRefer to Selecting a repeat
play range on thisScan mode in the function menu.The first 10 seconds of each track is played. En
15. SectionMULTICONTROL to turn scan play off.Pausing disc playbackPlayback of the current
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track pauses.Using compression and BMX. Using the COMP compression and BMXCompression in
the function menu.Searching every 10 tracks in theYou can switch the search method
betweenSearch mode in the function menu.Rough search.Using disc title functions. You can input
CD titles and display the title. The next time you insert a CD for which youEntering disc titles. Use
the disc title input feature to store up toEach title can be up toPress DISPLAY repeatedly to switch
betweenAlphabet upper case, numbers and symbolsNumbers and symbolsOperating this unit.
EnWhen you push MULTICONTROL right oneNotesDisplaying text information onPlay time— disc
title and play timePlay time— disc artist name andPlay time— folder name and filePlay time— folder
name and fileNotesPlayer used to encode WMA files, albumSelecting tracks from the trackTrack title
list lets you see the list of track titlesTurn to change the track title; press to play. MULTICONTROL
up or down.Selecting tracks from the fileFile name list lets you see the list of file namesOperating
this unit. En 17. SectionNames of files and folders appear in the disTurn to change the name of file
or folder;Playing songs on USB portable. Basic OperationsUSB memory, pressing and holding BAND
reHowever, if folder 01MULTICONTROL left or right.

Pushing MULTICONTROL right skips to theMULTICONTROL left once skips to the startPushing
again willOperating this unit. EnON, the battery is charged.When disconnecting the USB portable
audioSelecting an audio file directlyWhen using the remote control, you can selectAudio file number
input display appears.The audio file of entered number will play.Introduction of
advancedFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTThe function name appears on the display.Turn
MULTICONTROL to switch between thePlay mode repeat play—Random modePause pause.
FUNCTION on the remote control.Selecting a repeat play rangePlay mode in the function
menu.Press MULTICONTROL repeatedly until theNotesPlaying files in random order. Random play
plays tracks in a random orderOperating this unit. En 19. SectionRandom mode in the function
menu.Audio files will play in a random order. Scanning folders and files. Scan play searches the file
within the selectedScan mode in the function menu.The first 10 seconds of each file of the
currentThe file or folder will continue to play.Pausing playbackPlayback of the current track
pauses.Displaying text information ofPlay time— folder name and file nameNotesSelecting files from
the fileFile name list lets you see the list of file namesNames of files and folders appear in the
disTurn to change the name of file or folder;MULTICONTROL starts playback of the files
inOperating this unit. EnPlaying songs on iPod. You can connect and listen to songs on anWhen
using an iPod with Dock Connector,Basic OperationsWhile the iPod is connected to this unit.
PIONEER or check mark is displayed onMULTICONTROL up or down to select aPushing
MULTICONTROL right skips to theMULTICONTROL left once skips to the startNotesOperating this
unit. En 21. SectionBrowsing for a song. The operation of this unit to control an iPod isTurn to
change the category; press to select. Playlists playlists—Artists artists—. Albums albums—Songs
songs—PodcastsList from the selected category is displayed.



MULTICONTROL right. MULTICONTROL left.Displaying text information onPlay time— artist name
and song titleNotesIntroduction of advancedFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTThe function
name appears on the display. EnTurn MULTICONTROL to switch between thePlay mode repeat
play—Shuffle modeFUNCTION on the remote control.Repeating play. For playback of the songs on
the iPod, therePlay mode in the function menu.Press MULTICONTROL repeatedly until thePlaying
songs in a randomFor playback of the songs on the iPod, thereShuffle Albums play back albums in a
ranShuffle mode in the function menu.Press MULTICONTROL repeatedly until thePlaying all songs
in a randomThis method plays all songs on the iPod ranShuffle all in the function menu.Press
MULTICONTROL repeatedly until theAll songs on the iPod will play randomly.Pausing a
songPlayback of the current song pauses.Changing audiobook speed. While listening to an
audiobook on iPod, playAudiobooks in the function menu. En 23. SectionPress MULTICONTROL
repeatedly until theAudio Adjustments. Introduction of audio adjustmentsShows the audio
adjustment status.FUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTTurn to change the menu option; press
to seThe audio function name appears on the disTurn MULTICONTROL to switch between theFader
balance adjustment—Powerful graSub W.2 subwoofer setting—Bass bassOperating this unit. EnEach
time MULTICONTROL is pushed up orRefer to Setting the rear output and subwooferEach time
MULTICONTROL is pushed left orUsing the equalizer. The equalizer lets you adjust the
equalizationRecalling equalizer curves. There are seven stored equalizer curves whichHere is a
listDisplay Equalizer curve. Powerful Powerful. Natural Natural. Vocal Vocal. Custom1 Custom 1.
Custom2 Custom 2. Flat Flat. S.Bass Super bassAdjustmentsFlat and a set equalizer curve.Press EQ
repeatedly to switch between the folPowerful—Natural—Vocal—Custom1—. Custom2—Flat—S.Bass.
Adjusting equalizer curves.

The factory supplied equalizer curves, with thePowerful appears in the display. If the equalizer curve
has been previously seEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed left
orPowerful—Natural—Vocal—Custom1—. Custom2—Flat—S.BassEach time MULTICONTROL is
pushed up orOperating this unit. En 25. SectionAdjusting 7band graphic equalizer. For Custom1 and
Custom2 equalizer curves,Custom2 curve will be updated.See Recalling equalizer curves on the
previousEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed left orEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed up
orAdjusting loudness. Loudness compensates for deficiencies in theLoudness level e.g., Mid appears
in the disEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed left orLow low—Mid mid—High high. Using
subwoofer output. This unit is equipped with a subwoofer outputNormal appears in the display.
Subwoofer outMULTICONTROL again. EnPush MULTICONTROL left to select reversePush
MULTICONTROL right to select normalAdjusting subwoofer settings. When the subwoofer output is
on, you can adEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed left orOnly frequencies lower than those in the
seEach time MULTICONTROL is pushed up orBoosting the bass. Bass boost function boosts the bass
level ofThe more the bassUsing the high pass filter. When you do not want low sounds from theHPF
high pass filter. Only frequencies higherHigh pass filter isMULTICONTROL again.Each time
MULTICONTROL is pushed left orOnly frequencies higher than those in the seAdjusting source
levels. SLA source level adjustment lets you adjustOperating this unit. En 27. SectionEach time
MULTICONTROL is pushed up orNotesInitial Settings. Adjusting initial settingsLanguage select
appears in the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch between theLanguage select language
selection—ClockAUX1 auxiliary input 1—AUX2 auxiliaryPin code input pincode input. Use the
following instructions to operate eachFUNCTION on the remote control.BTB100 is connected to this



unit. EnFor your convenience, this unit equips multiYou can select the lanLanguage select.

https://www.iso-clean.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1629018a95e4
cd---Case-western-dental-clinic-manual.pdf

Each press of MULTICONTROL selects lanEnglish—Espanol—Portugues. Setting the clock. Use
these instructions to set the clock.Pushing MULTICONTROL left or right will seHour—Minute. As
you select segments of the clock displayNote. You can match the clock to a time signal bySetting the
FM tuning step. The FM tuning step employed by seek tuningPressing MULTICONTROL repeatedly
willSetting the AM tuning step. The AM tuning step can be switched betweenAmerica, reset the
tuning step from 9 kHz 531Pressing MULTICONTROL repeatedly willSwitching the warning tone. If
the front panel is not detached from theWarning tone.MULTICONTROL again. En 29. SectionTo
protect against theft, this unit features deTo detach the front panelThis function is on as a
default.Face auto open.MULTICONTROL again. Switching the auxiliary setting. Auxiliary
equipments connected to this unitSet each AUXAbout connectingSwitching the dimmer setting. To
prevent the display from being too bright atAdjusting the brightness. You can adjust the display
brightness. InitiallyBrightness.Setting the rear output andThis unit’s rear output rear speaker leads
outIf you switchInitially, the unit is set for rear fullrange speakPressing MULTICONTROL will switch
beNotesOperating this unit. EnSound from this system is muted or attenuPressing MULTICONTROL
will switch beSwitching the feature demo. The feature demo automatically starts
whenDemonstration.MULTICONTROL again. NotesFor more details, see Feature demo mode
onSwitching the reverse mode. If you do not perform an operation withinReverse
mode.MULTICONTROL again. Note. You can also turn on or off reverse mode by pressSwitching the
Ever Scroll. When Ever Scroll is set to ON, CD text inforEverscroll.Scroll on. Activating the BT Audio
source. You need to activate the BT Audio source inBTB100 is connected to this unit, you canBT
Audio source on. En 31. SectionTo connect your cellular phone to this unit via.

Bluetooth wireless technology, you need toBTB100 is connected to this unit, you canPin code
input.PIN code you entered is now standby to beWhen you press MULTICONTROL again onOther
Functions. Using the AUX source. This unit can control up to two auxiliary equipAbout AUX1 and
AUX2. You have two methods to connect auxiliaryAUX1 source. When connecting auxiliary
equipment using aFor more details, refer to the installation manThe allocation of this auxiliary
equipment isAUX2 source. When connecting auxiliary equipment using an. IPBUSRCA
Interconnector sold separatelyFor more details, refer to the IPBUSRCA InterThe allocation of this
auxiliary equipment isSelecting AUX as the sourcePress SOURCE until AUX appears in the
disOperating this unit. EnSetting the AUX title. The title displayed for each AUX1 or AUX2For
details concerning operation, refer to EnTurning the clock display on or off. You can turn the clock
display on or off.Each press of CLOCK turns the clock displayUsing different entertainmentYou can
enjoy entertainment displays while lisFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTTurn to change the
menu option; press to seBGV1 background visual 1—BGV2 backENT. OFF2 simple display 2—LEVEL
METERVISUALIZER2 visualizer 2—VISUALIZER3 viENT CLOCK entertainment clockUsing the PGM
button. You can operate the preprogrammed functionsPress PGM and hold until the BSM turns
on.Press PGM and hold until the BSSM turns on.Operating this unit. En 33. SectionListening to
songs on your iPod. You can use this unit to control an iPod adapter,While the iPod is connected to
this unit. PIONEER or check mark is displayed onPushing MULTICONTROL right skips to
theMULTICONTROL left once skips to the startNotesBrowsing for a song. Albums albums—Songs
songs—GenresList from the selected category is displayed.MULTICONTROL right. MULTICONTROL
left.Available accessories.

EnPlay time— album title and play time—NotesIntroduction of advanced iPodFUNCTION, AUDIO
and ENTERTAINMENTThe function name appears in the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch
between thePlay mode repeat play—Shuffle mode ranFUNCTION on the remote control.Function
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and operation. Play mode, Shuffle mode and Pause operaFunction name Operation. Play mode Refer
to Repeating play on page 23. Shuffle mode. Refer to Playing songs in a randomPause. Refer to
Pausing a song on pageEn 35. SectionBasic Operations. If you connect Bluetooth adapter e.g. CD.
BTB100 to this unit, you can control BluetoothImportantPlease refer to the inBluetooth audio player
you switch to anotherFor details concerning operation, refer to the. Bluetooth adapter’s operation
manual. ThisCDBTB100 to this unit.Shows the device name of the connected. Bluetooth audio player
or Bluetooth adapter.Available accessories. EnFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTThe
function name appears in the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch between theConnection open
connection open—. Disconnect audio disconnect audio—PlayDevice info device informationDevice
info appear in the function menu.Device info appear in the function menu andFUNCTION on the
remote control. Connection open and Disconnect audio withinConnecting a Bluetooth
audioConnection open in the function menu.Always waiting is displayed. This unit is nowIf your
Bluetooth audio player is set ready for. Bluetooth wireless connection, the connectionNote. Before
you can use audio players you may needIf your playerPlaying songs on BluetoothPausing a song.
Pause lets you temporarily stop playback of aPlayback of the current song pauses.Stopping
playbackAvailable accessories. En 37. SectionPlayback of the current song stops. Disconnecting a
BluetoothDisconnect audio in the function menu.Disconnected is displayed. The BluetoothDisplaying
BD Bluetooth. Device addressDevice info in the function menu.

The device name Pioneer BT Unit of thisDisplaying system version forDevice info in the function
menu. The device name Pioneer BT Unit of thisThe system microprocessor version of thisPushing
MULTICONTROL right returns to theBluetooth Telephone. If you use Bluetooth adapter e.g.
CDBTB100,Bluetooth wireless technology to this unit forImportantFor details concerning operation,
refer to the. Bluetooth adapter’s operation manual. ThisShows the device name of the cellular
phone.Shows the signal strength of cellular phone.Shows the registration number of the
cellularAvailable accessories. EnShows when an incoming call has been reShows AUTO when the
automatic answeringShows REJECT when the automatic rejectingShows the date, and time if
connected with aNote. Equalizer curve for the phone source is fixed. When selecting the phone
source, you cannot opRefer to RecallingSetting up for handsfree phoning. Before you can use the
handsfree phoningThis entails esFor detailed instructions on connecting yourRefer to Registering
connected cellular phoneAdjust the earpiece volume on your cellularMaking a phone call. Voice
recognitionVoice dial appears in the display. When. Voice dial ON is displayed, voice
recognitionAvailable accessories. En 39. SectionAnswering an incoming callMULTICONTROL up.The
estimated call time appears in the displayRejecting an incoming callMULTICONTROL down. The call
is rejected. Answering a call waitingPushing MULTICONTROL down ends all callsMULTICONTROL
up switches between callers. Rejecting a call waitingIntroduction of advancedFUNCTION, AUDIO
and ENTERTAINMENTFunction names for handsfree phoning apTurn MULTICONTROL to switch
between theFunction names that appear in the display areIf not connected yet. Connection open
connection open—. Connect phone connect phone—. Delete phone delete
phone—PH.B.TransferDevice info device information. If connected but not registered yet. Disconnect
phone disconnect phone—. Set phone registering phone—.

Delete phone delete phone—PH.B.TransferAuto connect automatic connection settingIf already
connected and registered. Available accessories. EnDelete phone delete phone—PH.B.TransferAuto
connect automatic connection settingFUNCTION on the remote control.Bluetooth wireless
technology with HSP Head. Set Profile, PH.B.Name view, Clear memory. Number dial and Refuse
calls cannot be seConnect phone, PH.B.Transfer. Disconnect phone, Number dial and. Clear memory
within about 30 seconds, the disConnecting a cellular phone. Searching for available cellular
phonesWhile searching, Searching flashes. WhenWhile connecting, Connecting flashes. ToIf the
conUsing a cellular phone to initiate aConnection open in the function menu.Always waiting is
displayed and the unit isDisconnecting a cellular phoneDisconnect phone in the function menu.



Device name of the connected phone appearsAfter the disconnection is completed. Disconnected is
displayed. En 41. SectionSet phone in the function menu.P1 user phone 1—P2 user phone
2—P3When the registration is completed. Reg. Completed is displayed. ERROR is disDeleting a
registered phoneDelete phone in the function menu.P1 user phone 1—P2 user phone 2—P3Delete
YES. Delete YES is displayed. Deleting phone isAfter the phone is deleted, Deleted is disConnecting
to a registeredConnecting to a registered phoneConnect phone in the function menu.P1 user phone
1—P2 user phone 2—P3While connecting, Connecting is displayed. After the connection is
completed, ConnectedConnecting to a registered phoneAuto connect in the function menu.If your
cellular phone is set ready for BluetoothMULTICONTROL again. Using the Phone Book. Transferring
entries to the Phone Book. The Phone Book can hold a total of 500 enAvailable accessories.
EnPH.B.Transfer in the function menu.Transfer appears in the display.Perform phone book transfer
using the celluChanging the Phone Book display orderPH.B.Name view in the function menu. Invert
Names YES appears in the display.

Inverted is displayed and the name viewPressing MULTICONTROL repeatedlyCalling a number in
the Phone Book. Important. You are required to park your vehicle and set theAfter finding the
number in the Phone BookThe display shows the first three Phone BookThe phone number, name
and genre if asEditing the name of a Phone Book entry. You are required to park your vehicle and
set theYou can edit the names of Phone Book entries. Each name can be up to 16 characters
long.Phone Book entry. See step 1 to 5 on Calling a number in the. Phone Book on this page for how
to do this.Edit name is displayed.Each press of DISPLAY switches the characterAvailable
accessories. En 43. SectionEditing phone numbers. You are required to park your vehicle and set
theYou can edit the numbers of Phone Book enPhone Book entry. Phone Book on the previous page
for how toEdit name is displayed.Edit name name input screen—. Edit number number input
screen—. Clear memory clear memory screenRepeat these steps until you have finishedClearing a
Phone Book entry. You are required to park your vehicle and set thePhone Book entry. Clear memory
clear memory screenClear memory YES is displayed.Available accessories. EnPhone Book entry.
Cleared is displayed. The Phone Book entry is deleted. The displayUsing the Call History. You are
required to park your vehicle and set theThe 12 most recent calls made dialled, rePress LIST
repeatedly to switch between thePhone book—Missed call—Dialled call—RePhone Book on page
42.Turning MULTICONTROL to change theName and phone number are displayed in theUsing
preset numbers. You are required to park your vehicle and set theNumbers that you dial frequently
can be asTo select a desired phone number from the. Phone Book or the Call History, see the
inMaking a call by entering phone number onThe selected phone number has been storedMaking a
call by enteringImportant. You are required to park your vehicle and set theAvailable accessories.
En 45.

SectionNumber dial in the function menu.Call confirmation appears.Clearing memoryClear memory
in the function menu.Each time MULTICONTROL is pushed up orPhone book phone book—Missed
callsAll clear delete all memoryBluetooth wireless technology, Phone book canClear memory YES is
displayed. ClearingCleared is displayed and data on the selectedSetting the automatic
answeringAuto answer in the function menu.Setting the automatic rejectingRefuse calls in the
function menu.MULTICONTROL again. Switching the ring toneRing tone in the function
menu.MULTICONTROL again. EnEcho cancel in the function menu.MULTICONTROL again.
Displaying BD Bluetooth. The device name Pioneer BT Unit of thisThe system microprocessor
version of thisPushing MULTICONTROL right returns to theMultiCD Player. You can use this unit to
control a multiCDAbout the disc title list functions, pleaseAvailable accessories. En 47.
SectionSelecting a track directly. The operation is basically the same as that ofFor details
concerning operation, refer to SeIntroduction of advancedYou can use Compression compression
and. DBE only with a multiCD player that supportsFUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENTThe
function name appears on the display.Turn MULTICONTROL to switch between thePlay mode repeat



play—Random modePause pause—Compression compressionITS memo ITS programming—.
FUNCTION on the remote control.Function and operation. Play mode, Random mode, Scan
mode,Function name Operation. Play mode. Refer to Selecting a repeat playBut the repeat play
ranges you canRandom mode. Refer to Playing tracks in randomScan mode. Refer to Scanning
folders andPause.
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